Abstract| In this paper, a novel approach for improving model-based recognition is proposed. Our approach acquires a suitable shape representation by extracting of only the most signi cant scales that best describe a planar noisy curve. The proposed representation satis es several necessary criteria for general-purpose shape representation methods. The representation is capable of dealing with di erent levels of noise, neither requires user-set parameters nor a priori knowledge about the curve's nature, as well as has a very low-order polynomial computational complexity in time and space. Hence such a shape representation is very useful for shape recognition. The method rests on the connection between redundancy of two signal's smoothed versions and essential structure being simultaneously isolated in both versions. Two di erent ways of formulating that approach are described in this paper: the global \normalized-redundancy" representation and the local \normalized-redundancy" representation. Results of applying the proposed formulation to synthetic and real 2-D shapes are presented.
Introduction
In this work, we focus on the signi cance that a correct selection of scales at which planar noisy curves should be described has in classifying such contours into a pre-determined number of classes. In our study we show how standard model-based recognition can be improved to give better results in noisy environments by describing the corrupted contours at the signi cant scales that best describe the main shape's structures. However what is important and new about our approach is that such signi cant scales will be derived by analysing a normalized measure of redundancy between two successive smoothed curvature graphs along the contour. It will be also described how that approach can be generalized to model complex situations.
Our approach to represent a curve is applied on a number of noisy templates within two typical applications which are classi cation of biological contours and aircraft identi cation. We observe a sequence of points (Y i ) sampled from the noise corrupted boundary of an object which can be decomposed into a signal component (X i ) and a noise component ( i ) with Y i = X i + i , i = 1; 2; ; n and with i describing imaging noise which may be caused by discretization errors or adverse atmospheric conditions.
In order to express our knowledge about the structures in the original curve (X i ) in an useful way, it will be assumed that each essential structure is related with a distinct scale that best describes it, that is, its most signi cant scale. As a consequence, it can happen, for instance, that the di erent shape's structures can be analysed using only three scales, with the rst corresponding to ne detail, the next scale corresponding to medium scale, and the last one which describes the main structures. Of course, in any real application even though as simpler as that previously mentioned, either the two scales corresponding to ne and medium detail can be nearby, or noise with di erent variance could appear over a number of scales being confused with detail of similar size. But the main problem is that in general there is no a priori knowledge about which scales correspond to ne, medium detail and the fundamental structure. On the other hand, in more complex situations, if di erent sections of the curve contain details at distinct scales the results we here derive need to be applied within a more realistic framework, such as that described in subsection 2.2. As a matter of fact, the original curve (X i ) and its corrupted version with noise (Y i ) can be distinguished only in detail but they show a very close similarity in the basic structures. Hence, in many applications, classi cation requires the noisy curves to be ltered with a correct scale for which only the basic structures are left. The interesting points are of course what is a correct scale and how can such scale be chosen. Exactly these points are to be analyzed in this correspondence. Our aim is to show how exactly a standard classi cation process can be improved through describing the basic features of the contour's shape at their best scales, which di ers from earlier work where process (Y i ) is modeled directly (Kashyap and Chellappa, 1981; Dubois and Glanz, 1986 ; Garc a et al. 1995a) as well as from another where noise characteristic must be estimated from the shape of the underlying object boundary (Glendinning, 1994) . In other words, the proposed approach is to match a given contour described at the basic structure's scale to a library of admissible curves which represent the di erent classes of shapes, where assumption has been made that basic structure allows us to distinguish between di erent classes. There appears to be no work on the use of such an approach in classifying objects in a noise environment, as well as explicitly showing how the recognition process is in uenced by a correct selection of size of the basic curve's shape. An essential step to recognize an object is to extract boundary features, and such a problem has drawn great attention in pattern recognition literature (Duda and Hart, 1973; Ramakant, 1977; Ballard and Brown, 1982) . But even though many papers have been devoted to it, only a few number of them have addressed the problem of extracting of only the signi cant scales required in representing the fundamental boundary's structure (Rosin, 1992; Rosin and Venkatesh, 1993) . In the original method proposed by (Rosin, 1992) , natural scales, in other words, the most signi cant scales, were de ned to be at scales producing local minima of a signi cance measure de ned as the sum of the number of zerocrossings of curvature at all points on the curve normalized by the Gaussian smoothing scale. Unfortunately this has the drawback that coarse scale statistics concerning large structures cannot be e ectively calculated from small curve sections. On the other hand, in (Rosin and Venkatesh, (1993) ) the Fourier transform is utilized to extract the natural levels of smoothing by searching for signi cant bands which correspond to bandwidths required to extract features at qualitatively signi cant resolution. But as noted there, the amplitude of the discrete Fourier transform is noisy, and the harmonic components caused by essential structures interfere with those that are caused by ner structures in the signal. In fact, the global nature of Fourier transform was a major motivation in studying the wavelet transform (Mallat, (1989) ).
The approach analysed here could be an useful way to circumvent such problems, and it could be e ective for many domains: character description (Chan et al. (1992)); aircraft representation (Glendinning, 1994 ); boundary simpli cation in Cartography (Garc a and Fdez-Valdivia, (1994a); Fdez-Valdivia et al. (1995) ). Of course, to solve the problem of extracting the boundary's structure, another solution could be to analyze the contour at multiple scales so that each feature can be described at its best scale (Lowe, 1988 ; Mokhtarian and Mackworth, 1986). However, there will be little qualitative change between most curves at adjacent scales, and so much of the data is redundant, and more importantly, it is ine cient to have to process all the smoothed curves for the subsequent stages of characterization, extraction of features or classi cation. Hence, whenever it would be possible, it will be more e cient to use a general method for extracting of only the signi cant scales that best represent the fundamental curve's structures, with such a method capable of dealing with variable levels of noise on the contour, neither requiring user-set parameters nor a priori knowledge about the nature of the contours, as well as having a very low-order polynomial computational complexity in time and space.
The layout of this piece of work is as follows: In section 2 the concepts necessary for understanding our approach are introduced. In this section the two di erent ways of formulating the representation are also described. In section 3 a comprehensive treatment of the proposed representation is presented through both a set of experiments and discussion. Finally the main conclusions of the paper are summarized.
2 How can we choose the signi cant scales?
Any useful general-purpose shape representation method in computational vision should make accurate and reliable recognition of an object possible, hence a number of criteria should be satis ed by such a representation schema (Mokhtarian and Mackworth, 1992 ):
(1) invariance, in the sense that the representation for the curve's shape should be invariant against shape-preserving transformations; (2) a criterion of uniqueness meaning that two contours which contain di erent basic structures have distinct representations; (3) the representations of the curves must be stable with respect to signi cant uniform and nonuniform noise on the curves they represent, that is, a small change in the curve's shape leads to a small change in its representation; (4) also such a representation schema must satisfy a criterion of e ciency, that is, its computational complexity should be a low-order polynomial in time and space. Besides it must be easily implemented.
It follows that any comprehensive treatment of a method for extracting of only the basic structure's signi cant scales and hence representing such structures should be performed through analyzing the degree of accomplishment to such criteria. To nd out if the representation method described here satis es these criteria, we carried out a set of experiments. But, rst of all the representation schema need to be properly presented.
A normalized measure of redundancy
Since we will apply a Gaussian lter only to simplify the boundary allowing the basic structures to be extracted as well as to smooth out the noise, we wish to select the signi cant values of the smoothing parameter s(l) and so we encounter a classic ltering problem: How can we choose s(l) small enough to preserve valid shape information, yet su ciently large to remove the noise and unwanted detail?.
Contours can be represented by using parametric form (p(t)) = (x(t); y(t)) for some parameter t. Such a form of a boundary uses two functions, x(t) and y(t), of parameter t to specify the point along the curve from the starting point of the curve to the end point.
Let K = fk(t) j t = 1; ; ng be the graph of the curvature values calculated from the digital boundary C = f(x(t); y(t)) j t = 1; ; ng, with k(t) being the curvature value of (x(t); y(t)), and with C being the sequence of n integer-coordinate points describing a non-sel ntersecting boundary in a rectangular grid. The continuous expression to calculate curvature values on each point of a parametric curve f(x(t); y(t) j t 2 R)g is
where (_); ( ) denote rst and second derivatives respectively (Mokhtarian and Mackworth (1986) ). The graph of curvature values along the boundary determines a 1-D functional representation of such a planar curve, and may be generated in various ways, even though curvature is di cult to compute precisely in the digital domain since the angle between neighboring pixels is quantized to 45 o increments. In any case, such an one-dimensional signal can be an useful descriptor for extracting of the boundary's shape. Hence, the most signi cant scales for a planar curve can be de ned as those of the graph of curvature along the curve. Then, our basic philosophy will be the connection between redundancy of two curvature graph's smoothed versions and essential structures being simultaneously isolated in both versions, and we will exploit such a connection in our particular application of only extracting signi cant scales for planar curves.
De nition. Given f; g 2 L The integral in this expression varies slowly as t 1 ; t 2 vary. On the other hand, the expression in front of the integral will oscillate rapidly. So as a consequence to distinguish the two structures we need to make the ambiguity function fairly small. Hence it would seem reasonable to utilize a related approach to distinguish between two smoothed versions,
and K s(l+1)
, at successive scales s(l); s(l+ 1) of the curvature graph K, in an attempt to determine when some essential structure from K s (l) has been removed from K s(l+1) .
In the formulation proposed for extracting the most signi cant scales, we only need to have any smoothing procedure of the curvature graph K, in addition to assume the 1-D signal K 2 L 2 (R), that is, the signal has nite energy, which is a very realistic assumption. To give a measure of redundancy between two curvature graph's versions at successive scales, the concept of ambiguity function will be utilized. In fact, an appropriate role of the ambiguity is to enable one to distinguish between to distinct (but possibly close at scale) structures. , the larger di erence between the overall shape of the two successive smoothed versions of K. Hence, it can be claimed by intuition that a signi cant scale s(l ) for the graph K is one scale at which the ambiguity of two successive smoothed approximations of the curvature graph is fairly small.
To de ne the concept of signi cant scale through ambiguity, the equation (2) 
Through utilizing equation (5), we can normalize the ambiguity of K s(l) and K s(l+1) , noting 
while it reaches a maximum value whenever K
Recalling the most signi cant scales for a planar curve are to be de ned as those of the graph of curvature along the curve, we will have that a signi cant scale s(l ) for a planar curve C is a location s(l) of local minima from the normalized redundancy A(s(l)) de ned
with K s(l)
being the curvature graph at scale s(l) calculated on the curve. In other words, we consider that s(l ) de nes a signi cant scale for representing of a curve C whether such a scale s(l ) describes some basic curvature graph's structure at its best scale. In our experiments, the local minima are chosen according to the simple rule of selecting a point when it is the curvature minimum in a neighborhood centered upon it. Also, in order to obtain a sequence of curvature graphs K s(l) at several scales s(l), the curvature graph K along the contour is smoothed by convolutions with Gaussians at a range of scales with s(l) increasing by adding 0.5 from one level to the next (Babaud et el., 1986 ). In the examples to be presented, 20 scales were used, with s(l) ranging in value from 1 to 10:5. Anyway, a denser range of levels could be considered whenever it would be necessary in order to achieve more accurate results.
Let S C be the set of sorted signi cant scales from C S C = fs(l j ) j j = 1; ; N; A(s(l j )) local minimum ; and s(l j ) s(l j+1 ) if j < Ng (10) with A(s(l j )) being de ned as in equation (9) . The largest scales in S C , e.g, s(l N ), show fundamental structures which in many applications allow us to recognize the curve. At the other extreme, e.g., s(l 1 ), it becomes apparent ner features. But the most important point is that there is qualitative change between adjacent scales in S C . In order to demonstrate that the scales in S C correspond to some good representation of the contour, it will analysed in Section 3 the satisfaction's degree that the inferred representation schema has to the criteria of invariance, stability, e ciency, as well as uniqueness.
What does it happen in more complex situations?
The previous development can be used to calculate global scales for representing the curve which is not suitable if the planar curve isolates di erent sizes of detail at di erent sections. This subsection will brie y present the basic methods and terminology for obtaining a vector of scales for a planar curve which allows us to overcome such problems. In fact, such an approach should be applied to calculate the signi cant scales locally rather than globally. The reader is referred to Garc a and Fdez-Valdivia (1994b) for a more detailed development.
First, in order to divide the contour C = fp i = (x i ; y i ) j i = 1; ; ng into its parts isolating di erent sizes of structure, the 2-D curve is segmented using a clustering procedure.
The statistical measures used to identify`textures' on the curve are based on the absolute and i = 1; ; 360). The measures considered were corresponding to an average of the absolute value of di erences; ; A measuring the strength of the absolute value of di erences, and E a measure of uniformity.
In the clustering process, the given curve is initially divided into a number of nonoverlapping segments C i , where the segment size is selected to produce homogeneous seg- Then the nearest pair of parts C i ; C j at the level are to be fused to one at the next hierarchical level.
The number of curve parts N is unknown, and we need to obtain a suitable value for N . Let d(t) be the dissimilarity measure at level t of the hierarchical clustering, de ned as d(t) = dist(C i ; C j ) with C i ; C j being the nearest pair of parts at level t that are to be fused into one at the next level t ? 1. The dissimilarity measure, in terms of the minimum of between-part distances, is used to give an estimation of the number of clusters N as N = arg max t fj d(t) ? d(t + 1) jg (13) Once a partition for C is obtained, each cluster of the partition determines one curve part C i of the vector (C 1 ; ; C L ), dividing the contour C into sections containing the nonoverlapping underlying structures. To nd out the degrees of detail for C i , it will be now suitable to choose the scales belonging to the set S C i de ned as in equation (10). 3 Is such a technique for determining signi cant scales a convenient way to represent the curve?
For simplicity, in this section it will be assumed the curve appears to only contain several global structures of di erent sizes. As a consequence, the technique proposed need to be applied as described in subsection 2.1, that is, in the way of an algorithm for determining global signi cant scales. However, this does not pose any restriction to the applicability of the results here derived. In fact, such results can be naturally extended to more complex situations in which it would be necessary to use the formulation such as described in subsection 2.2., that is, as a formulation for extracting of local signi cant scales.
Stability
By stability we meant that a small change in the curve's shape should lead to a small change in its representation. Our aim is to show that the \Normalized-Redundancy" approach is insensitive to variations in the variance of the imaging noise. Our comments will be based on the ability of the \N-R" scheme to represent three di erents kinds of contours in noisy conditions: cartographic boundaries (see Fig. 1 ); biological contours (Fig. 3) ; aircraft contours (see Fig. 7 ). Original images were digitized using a scanner with a resolution of 300 DPI, and the contours were extracted through basic operations of mathematical morphology (Serra, 1982) . The resultant boundaries are presented in . Of course, adding independent per pixel noise is not necessarily realistic, hence other strategies for generating better data were also considered: (1) add the noise in the direction of the normal to the curve to minimise self-intersection; (2) subsample the curve, add noise, and reconstruct using splines. Di erent subsampling rates will give di erent spatial scales of noise.
The corresponding contour's representation in our method required that the corrupted boundary with signi cant uniform noise was ltered with Gaussian kernel at the signi cant scales that our technique, as formulated in subsection 2.1, produces. That is, the scales s(l j ) in the signi cant scale set S C . Our observations, presented below, show that a change in the variance of the uniform Gaussian noise always results in a small change in the basic structures of the curve's shape represented via \N-R" approach. Besides, if the \N-R" technique is formulated as in subsection 2.2, that is, integrated in the scale-vector approach, it will be also stable with respect to signi cant nonuniform noise on the curves to be represented.
In the rst experiment, Britain's cartographic boundary (see Fig. 1E ) was utilized to test the stability. We generate four planar noisy curves, see Figs , that is, the scale at which the essential global structure is best described. By simply viewing such resultant curves, it can be noted that such representations delineated the basic structure, while removing unwanted detail and noise. As a matter of fact, there exists only a few di erences between them, in any case, which result from very exaggerated noise.
In the second experiment, four leaf boundaries were used to test the performance of the N-R representation in terms of its stability. The four classes of shapes in this test were complicated planar curves, in any cases almost indiscriminable by eye (see Figs. 3 .A, 4.A, 5.A, and 6.A). It has to be mentioned that even though an algorithm for extracting global signi cant scales was here used for sake of simplicity, as demonstrated in (Garc a et al., (1995b)) it would be more suitable to employ the N-R representation within the scalevector approach in order to extract local signi cant scales. Anyway, this second experiment demonstrates that even under very poor conditions our formulation consistently describes the corrupted versions of the boundaries, representing the most signi cant shape features.
In any case, we do not expect to obtain a level of description which gives very high accurate results, but we want to improve the balance between accuracy and smoothing, so that at least the main structures of the boundary's shape will remain accurate. So in this second experiment the stability of our formulation was tested by adding zero mean Gaussian noise to the four contours. The variance 2 was set to 20 for obtaining the noisy digital contours showed in Figures 3.B, 4 
Uniqueness
This property is required to be able to recognize several contours with the same basic structures while di erent in the ner detail, through observing that their representations are the same. So in this subsection the two main experiments which were performed in order to test the uniqueness are presented. Since a curve should not change its class when distortions preserving basic shape are applied to such a contour, uniqueness was tested by using the \N-R" representations to classify shapes in the presence of noise.
The purpose of shape classi cation is to label shape instances with their correct class names. Usually a shape classi er consists of a shape representation and a classi er. The shape representation could be accomplished through the global \N-R" approach by ltering the template at the largest signi cant scale s(l N ), that is, the scale at which the basic global structure is best described. In fact, such a signi cant scale was chosen because corrupted templates to be classi ed and the original contours showed di erences only in detail but a very close similarity in the basic structures. Anyway, an experiment involving the four leaves considered above was performed in order to show that global percentage of correct classi cation is relatively insensitive to reasonable elections of the signi cant scale. Thus 90 di erent corrupted templates were taken of each leaf adding zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance in the range 2-30. The results of applying model-based recognition with the curve being respectively described at scales s(l 1 ), s(l N=2]+1 ), and s(l N ) (the signi cant scales corresponding to ne, medium and coarse detail), showed di erences in the average success rate lower than 2.5%, and as a result the model-based recognition proved to be relatively insensitive with respect to such an election.
On the other hand, to implement a suitable classi er the L 2 metric on the turning functions of the curve's representations was used. As described in (Garc a et al., 1995b) this method for comparing shapes is reasonably easy to compute, taking time O(nm log nm), and it corresponds well to intuitive notions of shape resemblance. Such classi er was applied to the tasks of recognizing shape classes in both leaf and aircraft shapes.
Classi cation of leaves
Four experiments were performed involving the four leaves showed in Figs. 3.A, 4.A, 5 .A, and 6.A. In experiments 1,2, and 3, 30 di erent corrupted templates were taken of each leaf adding zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance set to 10, 20, and 30 respectively. In experiment 4, 30 di erent corrupted templates were taken of each leaf adding zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance in the range 1-30. Tables 1,2 ,3, and 4 illustrate results of model-based recognition in which leaf models, which are stored in memory, are compared with each degraded curve which is generated as described above, using the L 2 metric on the corresponding turning functions (for more details see Garc a et al., 1995b). The comparative performances of the shape classi er when models are directly compared via L 2 metric with the corrupted contour and when leaf models are compared with the global \N-R" representation for such a degraded contour, are showed in terms of the percentage of incorrectly classi ed leaf. We see from such tables that the use of a \N-R" formulation substantially improves the performance of a shape classi er, as well as that the \N-R" representation is relatively insensitive to large variations in the variance of the imaging noise.
More precisely, we see from Table 1 that for leaf templates corrupted by independent normally distributed noise with variance set to 10, the percentage of correctly classi ed leaf using the \N-R" representation shows an increase of 10% over the conventional approach, that is, when the degraded leaf is directly compared with models. From Table 2 , we see that for leaf templates corrupted with noise variance set to 20, it is estimated an increase of 21.7% over the conventional approach in the percentage of correctly classi ed leaf. From Table 3 , we estimated an increase of 19.2% over the conventional one when variance is set to 30. When a shape classi er is applied on templates corrupted by zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance in the range 1-30, we see from Table 4 that the average success rate is 93.4% through using the \N-R" representation which gives an increase of 37.6% over the conventional model-based recognition in which stored models are directly compared with the degraded shapes.
Classi cation of aircrafts
Three experiments were performed involving the three aircrafts showed in Figs. 7.A, 7.C, and 7.G. In experiments 1 and 2, 30 di erent corrupted templates were taken of each aircraft adding zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance set to 10 and 15 respectively. In experiment 3, 30 di erent corrupted templates were taken of each aircraft adding zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance in the range 1-30. Tables 5,6 , and 7 illustrate results of model-based recognition in which aircraft models, which are stored in memory, are compared with each degraded curve which is generated as described above. The comparative performances of the shape classi er when models are directly compared with the corrupted contour and when aircraft models are compared with the global \N-R" representation for such a degraded contour to be classi ed, are showed in terms of the percentage of incorrectly classi ed aircraft. Again we see from such tables that the use of a \N-R" formulation substantially improves the performance of a shape classi er, as well as that the \N-R" representation is relatively insensitive to large variations in the variance of the imaging noise. More precisely, we see from Table 5 that for aircraft templates corrupted by independent normally distributed noise with variance set to 10, the percentage of correctly classi ed aircraft using the \N-R" representation shows an increase of 27.8% over the conventional approach, that is, when the degraded aircraft is directly compared with models. From Table 6 , we estimated an increase of 32.3% over the conventional one when variance is set to 15. When a shape classi er is applied on aircrafts corrupted by zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance in the range 1-30, we see from Table 7 that the average success rate is 80% through using the \N-R" representation which gives an increase of 15.5% over the conventional recognition in which stored models are directly compared with the degraded shapes.
Invariance
Since \N-R" representation is based on a measure which is calculated from the curvature graph along the curve, translation of the contour causes no change in such a representation scheme. On the other hand, rotation causes only a horizontal shift in the curvature graph along the curve, hence no structural change in the curvature graph can be observed and as a result the representation process will be invariant with respect to rotation. Finally, uniform scaling of the planar curve causes uniform scaling in the corresponding curvature graph. But, to closed contours a normalization process can be applied in order to solve that problem (Mokhtarian and Mackworth, (1992) ).
E ciency
The computation of the \N-R" representations calls for evaluation of several convolutions. This process can be made e cient using both Fast Fourier Transform and taking into account that convolutions with Gaussians of large standard deviation can be reexpressed through convolutions with that of small deviation. On the other hand, the \N-R" representations can be e ciently stored and encoded. As a conclusion, all the computations which are involved can be easily implemented.
Conclusion
The paper introduced a novel shape representation technique for planar curves. Two di erent ways of formulating the representation were described. Each of them relies on extracting of only signi cant scales that best describe di erent sizes of structures of the curve's shape.
These methods result in the global \Normalized-Redundancy" representation and the local \Normalized-Redundancy" representation. It was shown that each of these ones is suitable for a speci c application. It was also shown that the proposed representations satisfy nearly a number of criteria considered necessary for any general-purpose shape representation scheme:
1. It holds su cient information for correctly recognizing the shape.
2. It is capable of dealing with variable levels of noise on the contour. Experimental results showed that planar noisy curves could be described in high accuracy while eliminating noise and unwanted detail.
3. It satis es a criterion of e ciency, that is, its computational complexity is a very low-order polynomial in time and space. 
